I. Introduction
Researchers developed inventory models generally consider two factors. These two factors of the problem have been of increasing interest are (i) deterioration of items and (ii) variations in demand rates. Each factor again is classified into two categories viz., (i) constant deterioration/ demand and (ii) time dependent deterioration/ demand. Earlier researchers Covert and Philip (1973) studied an EOQ model for items with weibull distributed deterioration. Buzacott (1975) developed an Economic order quantity with inflation Donaldson suggested inventory replenishment policy for a linear trend in demand. Dave and Patel (1981) proposed (T, S i ) -policy for inventory model for deteriorating items with time proportional demand. Misra (1975) studied optimum production lot size model for a system with deteriorating inventory. For a comprehensive review of literature on inventory models with time-varying demand and deteriorating items, one may refer the work of Giri and Goyal (2001) . It is known that the demand for spare parts of new aero planes, advanced computer chips etc. increase rapidly while the demands for spares parts of the obsolete aero planes, computers etc. decrease very rapidly with time. This type of phenomena can well be addressed by inventory models with quadratic demand rate. Jalan Kalam et al (2010) have studied the problem of production lot-size inventory model for Weibull deteriorating item with quadratic demand, quadratic production and shortages. An economic order quantity model for items having linear demand under inflation and permissible delay in payments studied by Singh (2011) . developed inventory model with quadratic demand, constant deterioration, variable holding cost with shortages and salvage value. proposed inventory system Weibull deterioration, quadratic demand under inflation. Thus an attempt is made, to investigate the decision process to assists retailers in deciding whether to adopt regular order policy special order policy. For the case if special order policy is adopted, the optimal order quantity for the retailers is determined by maximizing the total cost saving between special and regular order during special order period.
II. Assumptions
The mathematical model is developed on the following assumptions and notations: (i) The selling rate D(t) at time t is assumed to be D(t) = at 2 
. Here c is the initial rate of demand, b is the rate with which the demand rate increases and a is the acceleration of demand.
(ii) The deterioration rate follows two parameter Weibull distribution and if given by 1 ) ( 
III. Formulation and Solution of the Model
The objective of the model is to determine the minimum total cost for items having time dependent quadratic demand, time dependent deterioration rate and salvage value.
The inventory level depletes as the time passes due to selling rate and deterioration. The differential equation which describes the inventory level at time t can be written as
Equation (5.1) is a linear first order equation which can be written as
where k 1 is an integral constant. Here we have expanded  t e and ignored higher order terms as α is small.
The solution of the above differential equation using the boundary conditions is given by The following costs are calculated to find the total profit of the system when shortages are not allowed:
Material cost per cycle (including Deterioration Loss) = QC Thus the total cost is obtained as Total Cost (TC) = Ordering cost + Holding cost + Material cost
From the above equation the unique value of T, optimal length of replenishment cycle time ( say T * ) can be obtained. Similarly the optimal order quantity Q * can be found out in from I(t). i.e., Q (0) = q. The purpose of this paper is to study optimal order quantity by maximizing the total cost saving during the length of depletion time for the special order quantity.
Special order occurs (Retailers replenishment)
If the retailer order Q sp units under special order policy, the inventory level at time't' is
Since the price discount rate being dependent on special order let price discount rate be δ i in (0,T sp ) denoted by TC sp (T sp ) 
Comparing (6) and (7) for the fixed price discount rate i  , the total cost saving can be 
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Theoritical Results
In this section, the optimal value of T sp that maximizes the total cost saving is determined. (5)).
IV. Numerical Example1
Let us consider the case when the special order occurs at the retailer's replenishment time. Considering suitable parameters viz., a = 100, b = 0.50 c = 0.20 A = 100, i
. From the data the optimal solutions for the regular order quantity are ascertainable and we get T*= 0.613, q*= 9.9 Besides, in the price discount offered by the supplier is studied as follows: 
Numerical Example2:
On reality when we order more quantity if we consider the ordering cost is more then keeping all parameters same and increasing A 1 value the by maximizing profit we get 
V. Conclusions
This paper suggests a decision process to assists retailers in deciding whether to adopt special order or regular order policy. For the case if special order policy is adopted, when we increase the ordering cost the optimal order quantity for the retailers is determined by maximizing the total cost saving between special and regular order during special order period.
